Introduction
Taxi robots have a good prospect in transportation, entertainment and other aspects for simple and flexible mechanism, strong bearing capacity and good stability, so which has been the focus of research in this field.
Virtual prototyping is a new technology of design and manufacture in the current field. Using computer software, built a three-dimensional solid model dynamics model of the mechanical system, analyze and evaluate performance of system, provide the basis for the design of physical prototype and its control system. This technique allows the system to conduct a comprehensive quantitative analysis for optimal design [1] . The use of virtual prototyping technology can greatly simplify the complex robot dynamics modeling, and provide modern methods and advanced design tools for robots.
Mechanical system analysis software ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic of Mechanical System) sets modeling, solving and visualization technologies in one, which can effectively analyze and compare various parameters of the program [2] .
In this paper, the completion of quadruped walking robots virtual simulation based on ADAMS software is done, whose process is simple and intuitive, and greatly improve the efficiency of research.
Motion Analysis
As shown in Fig.1 , establish three-dimensional model of a taxi robot in three-dimensional modeling software Pro/E, which is a link robot and made up of fifty-six poles and a motor. With the rotation of the motor drives, crank rotates, which leads to weight transfer of the model, then contain foots sliding on the ground. Figure 1 . Three-dimensional model. Specific process is as follows: While walking, robot body must first ensures the static stability. During walking, the back foot supports ground, the front foot moves forward, and the back foot is dragged forward, then enter the next cycle, as Fig.2 shows, robots motion attitude. Figure 2 . Robots motion attitude.
Robot is a multi-variable, strong coupling, nonlinear and time-varying dynamical systems, the stability of the structure and posture problems generating stable dynamic equilibrium, which is a great challenge for design of real-time control systems and control theory.
The reason of the use of Matlab software is that motor is a pure rigid motor in ADAMS, which can not truly reflect the reality of a motor response to a signal, as Fig.3 shows motor model. Figure 3 . Motor model.
In Fig.3 , Kq is position gain; Kv is speed feedback gain; Kpre is preamplifier gain; Ki is current feedback gain; Ka is power amplifier gain; Ktp is torque constant; Lp is winding inductance; Rp is Winding resistance; J is the total moment of inertia of the motor shaft.
Robots Motion Theories
When the robot slides, balance control of gravity center shifts into forward and backward (two cases), as shown in Fig.4 for the robot center transform situation. ZMP (Zero moment point) was proposed by Vuko-bratvic in 1968 [3] , what shown in Fig.6 is foot reaction force case. When the robot touches the ground, if ground reaction forces on one point P, concentrated force N and moment M generates, net torque and around the inertia force and gravity of this point P around is zero, P is called Zero Moment Point. Robot center of gravity region is shown as Fig.5 . When the robot itself will produce an acceleration of each link and inertial forces. Suppose that the robot itself all the links, torque and ground reaction forces cancel each other out, namely all the robot lever forces act on the robot support polygon, the robot remains stable without falling this moment; On the contrary, if the forces act on the robot outside the support polygon, robots will fall, as Fig.7 shown. The connection of robot body rods can obtain the position of zero torque point, the formula is: 
In Formula, ( 0 , y , x zmp zmp ) is coordinate position of zero moment point; m is the total mass; g is acceleration of gravity; mi is the quality of the i-th link; (
) is the i-th link centroid; (
is the i-th link centroid acceleration;
. y i . ix   、 is i-link X, Y axis acceleration.
Dynamic Modeling and Simulation
Using Adams to build robots dynamics, we do not need derivation and columns complex equations, directly access to the object geometry to produce mechanical simulation model, which greatly simplifies the modeling process.
Simulation System steps outlined below: first, use design and model software Pro/E to create object three-dimensional geometry model, call interface Mech/pro of Adams and Pro/E, and define material properties in Pro/E to get physical model; then import three-dimensional model into the dynamic model of the software Adams; Last, use Matlab to provide motor drive model, import torque and speed to Adams. As shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . 
Summary
1.Using Pro/E three-dimensional modeling software, established a body structure of the robot, while maintaining the characteristics of constant motion, the robot appropriately simplified; 2.Using Pro/E, Matlab and ADMAS to simulation, the results show that the combination is successful, and the results are closer to reality and operation easier, which is based for next study;
3.The robot model is very stable during walking, from Fig.11 we can know that total centroid X coordinate is between ±10mm, which is in the allowable range;
4.The three cases by applying driven model can be seen that the horizontal velocity is proportional to the value of the robot driving function.
